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Introduction and Background:  The Kuiper Belt 

(KB) and Oort Cloud (OC) are a scientific wonderland 
containing a treasure trove of information about the 
origin of our solar system, the accretion of the planets, 
the workings of small planets, the nature of planetesi-
mals, and more. The Kuiper Belt is known to contain 
numerous dwarf planets, only one of which has been 
explored to any degree [1]—Pluto. The Oort Cloud is 
likely to contain many more dwarf planets and quite 
plausibly many larger ones. Further exploration of the-
se worlds, as well as small Kuiper Belt Objects 
(KBOs) that are relics of the dwarf planet formation 
era is crucial to understanding both the origin of our 
solar system and the workings of small planets.  

The KBO population, viewed broadly, stretches 
from the Jupiter-family comets, through the Centaurs, 
across the ‘classical’ Kuiper Belt objects outside Nep-
tune’s orbit, to scattering and detached deep space ob-
jects well beyond [2, and refs. therein]. As of Decem-
ber 2016, nearly 2500 such bodies are known, but the 
actual population is much larger, perhaps 200,000 bod-
ies of 100-km diameter or more and with a combined 
mass of at least 0.03–0.10 Earth masses. The Kuiper 
belt is dynamically complex, and composed of numer-
ous resonant and non-resonant subpopulations [e.g., 3]; 
understanding its details has opened a window to un-
derstanding the origin and evolution of the early Solar 
System that never existed before. 

Next Step Missions:  With the 2015 flyby of Pluto 
and the planned 2019 flyby of KBO 2014 MU69, the 
New Horizons mission has only undertaken the very 
earliest reconnaissance phase of the exploration of the 
Kuiper Belt.  

The overall science strategy for incrementing 
knowledge of solar system objects was articulated by 
the Committee on Planetary and Lunar Exploration 
(COMPLEX) in the 1970’s; it begins with flyby re-
connaissance and progresses exploration with orbiters 
and then landers [4]. 

The Kuiper Belt and Oort Cloud will next require a 
series of flyby missions to explore the diversity of 
phenomenology and origins of the objects found in 
these vast, primordial reservoirs. Additionally, Pluto 
system orbiters or landers are also needed to under-
stand its unexpectedly complex surface geology, at-
mospheric dynamics and volatile transport, its satellite 

system, and the possibility and characteristics of its 
suspected interior ocean.  

Technology Needs: Both flyby and orbiter mis-
sions to the Kuiper Belt and Oort Cloud benefit from 
fast transport, as well as power at heliocentric distanc-
es too large for conventional solar arrays. Additionally, 
orbiters require breaking propulsion from high speed 
transits. Yet to date, robotic flyby exploration of the 
solar system has never combined high flyout speeds 
with braking near the target to enabld orbiters and 
landers. The employment of high launch energies cou-
pled with efficient radioisotope propulsion [5] is a nat-
ural solution to this problem [6]. Orbiters additionally 
require high bandwidth communications in order to be 
effective. Laser communications may be a solution but 
will also impose significant pointing stability require-
ments on the spacecraft during downlinks.  

Finally, we note that flyby missions to these locales 
involving surface impactors and landers also desire 
technology requirements with such survivable penetra-
tor systems and payloads for impactor landers, and 
very light mass/surface area loading for landers on 
fragile surfaces. 

Presentation: We will review the nature of the 
Kuiper Belt and Oort Cloud, the scientific promise of 
further exploration in these locales, various strawman 
exploration mission concepts and science objectives 
for these destinations, the technology developments 
that such missions would benefit from. 
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